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Abstract: Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) is not only a source of inspiration for sectors such as Research and Development, Services, Agriculture and Entrepreneurship. They are also enhancing our competitiveness and relevance by proposing and executing different projects across the nation. The approach is in line with the vision 2030. As per 2018 Shanghai report of Times Higher Education (THE), only 40% academic and 10% of employer reputation is built as per the Global Ranking Standards. Indian Higher Educational warehouses with the help of National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF), Rashtriya Uchchhatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) and University Grant Commission (UGC) are generating data which is of least relevance to end users. We propose peer to peer data curation model which shall be extended as per business need using a cloud technology. We have harnessed data related to the Higher Education Sector (HES) from Indian Institute of Sciences (IISc), RUSA, and MHRD, to understand Indian contribution towards global ranking standards in Higher Education Sector. The approach is in line with the Escuela Nueva Model and Open Architecture Information System (OAIS) as existing standards in traditional data curation process. It is supported by the patent in large-scale data curation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Content created by the Higher Education Sector in India is backed by a quality learning environment [1] delivering quality content to students and other authorized end users. Our institutions have a best possible technological support in terms of content creation and management for data curation practices. The question still arises why Indian institutions [21] are not among the top 100 universities? The probable reason may be we are not in line with global standards [3] [16] or we have diverted from the mission 2030 [8]. Even after having a potential to contribute globally in manufacturing, services, human resource and agriculture, we are ranked 179th in ease of doing business. We may also have areas for improvement across the educational system. Each institution strives hard towards growth, by prioritizing the daily needs of an individual and organization as a whole. The growth is affected by the outcome generated from within the institution and governing bodies. Data generated over the period of time in its different formats is an asset to the institution. Making this asset available to end user is a challenge. Data loss during its processing cycle is another dimension to explore.

Recently, an intruder had an access to 87 million Facebook users [4] name, address, email id, and recent history. This incidence indicates data in public and private domain is not preserved properly. This motivates to identify a solution that preserves trusted data in the Indian higher education sector for efficient decision making. The probable solution lies in data curation which is keeping trusted data secure over its processing cycle and making it available to end user in a suitable file format. How to identify trusted data from huge data corpus irrespective of language and file formats is an area of concern.

For a given data corpus, extracting information worth decision making in a given frame of time is a challenge. Traditional methodologies have also made an attempt and have succeeded to show its presence in data storage and retrieval practices. Data loss and exposure is seen while selecting corpus, processing it using contemporary practices and displaying relevant information. Our peer to peer data curation design helps to identify trusted data through the curation process. It is tested for three different data corpus to identify how India is contributing in line with the global ranking standards. Identification of trusted data shall minimize the cost, space, and efforts required to store, process and retrieve data over the network. This content is shared and preserved as per Open Architecture Information System.

II. RELATED WORK

The reviewed literature is broadly categorized into Indian standards, Global ranking standards and Data curation Practices.

2.1 Indian Ranking Standards

New trends in education system [14] are analyzed with the help of google. We can interact with the system even after having its limitations with the help of query. Keeping in mind vision 2030 [8] nation require the skill labor of 75 million peoples in the field of Agriculture, Manufacturing, and services. With existing 40% contribution in academics and 10% in employer, to fulfill global demand. National Institutional Ranking Framework(NIRF) [12] have taken multiple initiatives to work towards global ranking standards. The details are summarized in Table-1. The Indian government believe that all can
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learn if learning environment and quality content are delivered to the right user. The Escuela Nueva model [1] is in favor thereby creating a student-centered process for service delivery.

Table-1: Indian Ranking Parameters summary and Weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Weightage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching, Learning &amp; Resources</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and Professional Practices</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Outcomes</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach and Inclusivity</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Global Ranking Standards
The Global Ranking Standards [15] are into existence from 2003. The Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU), best Known as Shanghai Ranking has six indicators, broadly categorized into a quality of Education, Faculty, Research output, and Per Capita performance. The Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) world university ranking is evaluated based on six matrices which include academic and employer reputation, faculty-student ratio, citations per faculty, followed by international faculty and student relation. The Times Higher Education [3] contributes in global ranking by using different performance indicators as shown in Table-2.

2.3 Data Curation
Maintaining the value of digital data over its processing cycle is termed as data curation [5]. OAIS Model [9] helps in making data available in all supported file formats. Digital Information Migration [10] is needed in the process of maintaining information integrity and security caused due to legal and institutional issues. Traditional data in the existing data corpus is designed for programmers and is of least importance to an end user. Extracting data from the data source and ingesting it into the curation process is time-consuming. Complexity increases if the data is noisy [2] or in different file formats. Traditional algorithms [23] are widely used in the process. Algorithms cover data extraction using indexing, querying and ranked retrieval [20]. [7] Clustering helps in summarizing data from different file formats. Digital Curation Center (DCC) suggests the latest trends.

Table-2: Global Ranking Parameters and weightage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARWU</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Old universities have more alumni strength</td>
<td>Rewarded for quality work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Award</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Does not represent all areas, limited achievers</td>
<td>Shall attract international contributors for the cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HiCi</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>University may hire candidate from this category</td>
<td>High quality pool of researcher contribute in the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Covers only research areas from natural science, a wide spectrum still available to explore</td>
<td>Identified journals represents quality output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PUB</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Number of publications are considered, quality of work is not on priority</td>
<td>Represents influence and university impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>May encourage universities to limit their staff</td>
<td>Representative of the quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Academic Reputation</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Already established universities may be in win win condition, lack of transparency</td>
<td>Good universities are given more opportunities to sustain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employer Reputation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Already established universities gains profit</td>
<td>Importance is given for teaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In the case of data curation, following patents [6] have an important contribution to this design. US Patent No: 6567814 METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN DATABASE (Bankier, May 20, 2003), discloses in the abstract “project plan is created using Graphical User Interface. An object in the project represents a functional component. Links within the objects represent a flow of data from source to sink. Data visualization component can be inserted anywhere in the project plan. Compression technology is applied to reduce the overall size of a database.” US Patent No: 20100179930 Ai Methods And Systems For Developing Prediction From Desperate Data Sources Using Intelligent Processing (Teller At Al July 15, 2010) Discloses In The Abstract “Prediction Is Done Based On The Extracted Features And Observations Collected From Disparate Data Sources. They Have Focused On Feature Selection For Specific Predictions.” Pct Patent No: W0201401257 AI A Method And System For Integrating Data Into Database (Beskales At Al, Jan 23, 2014) Disclose In The Abstract “About Integrating Data In Databases. The System Has A Learning Module And Duplicate Elimination Module That Works Respectively.”
The data curation architecture shown in Fig-1 is inspired by the traditional data curation process [5]. It works based on common sense to identify the root of the problem. The existing architecture speaks about collecting data from the source and ingesting into the data corpus. On processing, the data is visualized in the form of a graph with a time stamp. The available information is preserved for decision making. Current research neither speak about the content available in the data corpus, nor discloses process used for data cleaning. Since obtained keywords were not ranked it, hampers the quality of content shown to end user. Proposed peer to peer data curation is object-oriented in nature. For each data corpus, the content is manually searched and extracted. It is categorized and clustered using traditional algorithms. The categorization continues at character level and extracted. It that's work on real-time is placed in ε category. The data source used for ingestion consist of varies file formats. Files having extensions .txt, .pdf, .xls, .csv and .docx are grouped under category α. Files with extensions HTML, PHP, XML, ASP and JSON are marked under group β. Audio and video related category α. Files having extensions .mp3, .wav, .aac and .ogg are placed in δ. The remote secure connection and JSON are marked under group β. Audio and video related category α. Files having extensions .mp3, .wav, .aac and .ogg are placed in δ. The remote secure connection and JSON are marked under group β. Audio and video related category α. Files having extensions HTML, PHP, XML, ASP and JSON are marked under group β. Audio and video related category α.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty/Student Ratio</th>
<th>Citations per faculty</th>
<th>International Faculty + student Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack quality</td>
<td>Lack transparency, citing research work within university is possible</td>
<td>Quality not on priority, good for small counties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simple</td>
<td>Self citations not counted, may impact research</td>
<td>Provides information on international attractiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teaching 30 Focusses on Faculty/Student ratio, institutional income, can be altered Minimizes influence on each internal parameter

Research 30 Focus on reputation, income and research productivity Minimizes influence on each internal parameter

Citations 30 Biasing may happen due to self citations and article with different author Field weight , represents impact on research

International Outlook 7.50 Cf(1), international collaborations can be bought, may be biased
cf(1)

Industry Income 2.50 Depends on national policies Low weight

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Data sets
As per the global university ranking standards of 2018, IISc Bangalore [11] is ranked first among the Indian institutions. A data corpus of 6.5 GB is created having content with different file formats. Basically, video, articles, and documents both online and offline from the IISc Bangalore are collected. Documents are classified and clustered for easy retrieval. The analysis is still a challenge due to the difference in file formats. Content is summarized in 7 different system readable forms after the initial cleanup, making a size of 2.3 MB.

The reliability of content is low as it has the least impact on end users. A data set from Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) [12] was identified making a size of 3.5 GB. A similar corpus creation process was carried out for RUSA and MHRD. The reliability of content is higher as it affects most of the Indian institutions in terms of funds for technical projects and job creations if any. After initial processing, the size was reduced to 904 KB. Similarly, corpus from MHRD is identified having a size of 7.5 GB. It consists of reports and other content for the year 2017-18. The compressed size is 44.3 KB. This corpus was highly reliable as decisions made based on these facts affects institutions across the nation in India.

4.2 Experiment & Discussion

4.2.1 IISc Results and Discussion
IISc Bangalore has widely accepted institution for its contributions in the field of research and development, its recent contributions are published in reputed journals. Since each publication has its reference to the page, PP token was ranked higher than a journal. Since it
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching</th>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>International Outlook</th>
<th>Industry Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on Faculty/Student ratio, institutional income, can be altered</td>
<td>Focus on reputation, income and research productivity</td>
<td>Biasing may happen due to self citations and article with different author</td>
<td>Cf(1), international collaborations can be bought, may be biased</td>
<td>Depends on national policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimizes influence on each internal parameter</td>
<td>Minimizes influence on each internal parameter</td>
<td>Field weight, represents impact on research</td>
<td>cf(1)</td>
<td>Low weight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3: Pseudo code for Proposed Data Curation algorithm](image-url)

```cpp
READ Dynamic Data Corpus
Determine:
IF documents are classified with similar file format
THEN Document classification
END IF
CALL Data Cleaning
UNTIL Document= Data Corpus

Data Cleaning
READ Document
IF Document = Character String
FOR (Document=0; Document <= Data Corpus; Document = +1)
GET Punctuation
GET Special Characters
GET Numerical Values
GET Single Characters
CALCULATE TF/IDF
PRINT Term
CALL METADATA
END FOR
END IF
ELSE OBTAIN Character String
READ METADATA
FOR (Term =0; Term <= Character String; Term += 1)
Rank Term
CALCULATE Relative Frequency
DISPLAY Relative Frequency
END FOR
END IF

Figure 3: Pseudo code for Proposed Data Curation algorithm
```
does not make much relevance to results and end user it is neglected and the next token is considered. Fig 4.2.1 shows the contribution made by different scientists viz Kumar, wang, and Kim research work shows acceptance in IEEE journals. Being journal is the only medium for publications and knowledge transfer/is ranked highest. As the documents in corpus increases, relative frequency among the documents decreases exponentially. A material token discloses the resources provided to scientists at the institution for the said purpose and beyond.

The graph in Fig 4.2.2 speaks about higher education across the nation, the different projects initiated, completed and managed by RUSA by providing funds to the institution. The relative frequency plotted as a part of relational modeling is based on average words per sentence streamlined from a stream of tokens after initial data cleaning. A document named aligning with RUSA shows 30.5 words per sentence, it indicates that institutions across India are working on mutual understanding to share resources among other institutions. The document named distance examination was found with 16.6 average words per sentence, this demands attention while maintaining the quality of a project. Document having principles, vocationalisation of education and alignments with RUSA have vocabulary density of 0.74, 0.66 and 0.64 respectively, it indicates that the government is investing in skill development while focusing on principles to achieve international demand towards vision 2030. since most of the documents are extracted from the similar data source, a keyword is dominating in the relative frequency.

4.2.3 MHRD Results and Discussion

The data corpus is broadly categorized under HES Infrastructure which includes colleges, universities and available hostels premises. Teaching faculty ranked as the Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professors are included under the group teaching and research. Indian candidate who has enrolled for Masters, M. Phil, and Ph. D and is in the process of exploring education to apply in real life categorized as Brain Underutilized Indian Group. Similarly, foreign students enrolled in these categories are counted under Brain Underutilized Foreign Group. All the students from higher education sector who have qualified examination and are in search of a job are counted under Alumnus. These skilled candidates are the real focused area for MHRD dataset as shown in fig 4.2.3.
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While correlating these variables with alumni from MHRD dataset, it is observed that faculties at different levels from the respective organization grouped under “Teaching & Research” have a major contribution in knowledge creation and transfer. Registered for Masters, M. Phil. And Ph. D from India and Abroad termed as “Brain underutilized Indian and Brain underutilized Foreign”. These are highly correlated having value=1, on a scale of 0-1. The relation shown by correlations as “Existing infrastructure and infrastructure utilization” show the value of 0.99 and 0.86 respectively. Total grants for colleges and universities under the head planned and unplanned are correlated having a value of 0.63 and 0.19 respectively, it shows that most of the funding is made through planned procedures. Unplanned funding to the institutions may be granted for recovering in case of the institution is suffering from natural calamities or peer pressures. Considering the facts and the student’s enrollment ratio in higher studies, India is found to be a nation having the potential to march towards its vision.

V. CONCLUSION

We began with the aim in mind to understand Indian contribution in global ranking standard. The Shanghai ranking system have norms in place where as India contributes with principles in place in governing bodies like UGC and RUSA. The major issue is improving Indian ranking standards as with reference to Global University ranking Standards. It was observed that in India vast amount of available data cannot be used by the end user as it is only designed for a programmer. Existing data management is done using the chronological data curation system which works on common sense having its own limitations. One of the limitations was ranking of identified tokens in Indian scenarios. Using proposed data curation model in Indian context, tokens are identified from each data corpus. These tokens are ranked and visualized for decision making. It is observed from the obtained results that IISc Bangalore is contributing in terms of publications in reputed journals, these publications have helped professionals working in specialized fields to enhance research. Results available from RUSA shows that it is bridging the gap between academia and industry. Proper utilization and management of projects across the Indian states shall improve performance. MHRD have under utilized brain from India and abroad which needs proper channelization and integrating with the existing Higher education system. This shall create quality terms and intern shall help in better decision making. In India it is proposed that a hybrid utilization of available resources from higher education sector shall create better data curation process. We have only considered Korean language in the process of data curation with satisfactory results, incorporating Hindi, Sanskrit and other languages for data curation are still an open challenge as future endeavor.
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